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WEEK  18

WEEK  18

Fix the sentences.

 1. Won bird sitted in its nest in the tree.

 2. Two bird sat on the roof of are house.

Use  man  or  men  to !nish the sentence.

 3. Two  rode their bikes.

Write one more word that is spelled with  -ung  .

 4. hung   sung   

Fix the sentences.

 1. Ryan got a new toi car from his Dad.

 2. The car gose round a big track.

Read the word. Write the word two times.

 3. under      

Finish the sentence.

 4. Does the car 
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WEEK  18

WEEK  18 

Fix the sentences.

 1. The littl bird looked up and down for sticks an string.

 2. What the little bird gonna do?

Circle the contractions.

 3.  what is   what’s      that is   that’s

Write the words to make a sentence.

 4. nest.   bird   The   made   a

Fix the sentences.

 1. The childrens worked in six small group.

 2. In math, my group talkt and helpt each other.

Circle the word that means  more than one class  .

 3. clases   classes   classis

Circle the sentence.

 4. Mrs. Hill called on José.   Called on Rae after José.
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WEEK  18 DAY  5

Read the connecting words.

Write  because  in each sentence. 
Then read the sentence.

 1. I got new shoes  my others were too small.

 2. The old shoes were too small  my feet grew.

Read the sentences. Use  because  to write one sentence.

 3. I gave my old shoes to my brother. He likes them.

Use  because  to !nish the sentence.

 4. My brother likes my shoes 
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because they are cool .


